Outreach Booking Information

If your school is less than fifty miles from York*, our Outreach service offers you the opportunity to invite characters from
Viking or Tudor England into your classroom.
Using a range of artefacts, resources and activities, our Learning Hosts will help your class discover how life was different in
the past and they can cover a range of themes, including trading, home life, battles, beliefs, clothing, games and medicine.
After making your Outreach booking, you will be contacted by a member of the Learning Team who will help you to
structure your session.
All Outreach sessions start at £150 for up to 40 children.
* If your school is more than fifty miles from York, we may still be able to visit - contact our Reservations Team at schools@yorkat.co.uk
or 01904 615505 to enquire.

Session Outline
An Outreach session lasts for approximately three hours. Your two costumed staff members will deliver 3 workshops from
the list outlined below. All of our workshops are designed for a KS2 audience, but content can be adapted and tailored to
meet the needs of KS1/3 students.
A session will normally start at 10am and finish at 2pm allowing time for an hour for lunch. These timings are flexible to
help accommodate your day but please bear in mind that each workshop is approximately 1 hour long. It is useful to know
what lunch and break times you would like us to observe so we can plan an effective schedule.
It is recommended that you select one of the introductory workshops to introduce the topic but you can select any
combination you desire.

Bespoke
Much of our content can be adapted to accommodate the needs of your group and the time and spaces which are available
to us. If you would like us to cover other topics we may be able to combine workshops or adjust timings to suit your school
day.
If you want to cover a topic that is not listed, or request a particular focus in time period or historical characters, our
Learning team is happy to try and come up with a session to suit your needs; please specify your study topic and the age of
your students when enquiring.

If you would like to book a Viking or Tudor Outreach, you can choose any three workshops from those listed below.

Visiting Viking
Craft and Trade
Battle Tactics
Sagas

An introduction to Viking life in 10th-century Jorvik covering diet, costume,
pastimes, jobs, trade and culture. This is a presentation and handling session
with some roleplay elements. It is suitable for small and large groups.
A look at the weapons, defences and tactics of Viking warriors and a discussion
on the reasons why and when the Vikings came to England. This involves a
presentation and roleplay activities but is best suited to groups of under 30 children.
The importance of storytelling and sagas are explored through stories, drama
and games to show how they were used to spread news, information and to
entertain. This works with large or small groups.

Medicine

An exploration of Viking and Anglo-Saxon medical practices: how the natural
world was a source of medical cures, and people’s beliefs shaped their approach
to sickness and injury. This involves handling, show and tell and roleplay
activities. This works with large or small groups.

Costume

An in-depth look at Viking and Anglo-Saxon costumes. This workshop looks at how
clothes were made and what you could tell about a person from the tenth century
by the clothes they are wearing. It involves show and tell and dressing up.
*Costume numbers are limited so this session is not ideal for larger groups. Costumes
are designed to fit 6-9 years olds.

Time Travelling Tudors
House and Home

An introduction to life in a townhouse during the early Tudor period, contrasting
the rich members of the family with the servants who run the house. It looks at
costume, manners, houses, jobs and daily life. It involves show and tell, handling
and role play activities and is suited to large and small groups.

Medicine

A look at the different sorts of medical care available from university educated
doctors through barber surgeons to the local cunning man or woman. It
involves show and tell and roleplay activities and is suited to large and small
groups.

Arms and Armour

An exploration of the types of weapons and defences used in the Tudor period,
how an army was raised and how battles were fought. It involves show and tell
and roleplay activities and is suited to large and small groups.

Trade
and Exploration
Tudor Dance

Tudor Costume

Experience the trials of travelling the globe in Tudor times through a game
simulating a seafaring voyage across the world for spices.
This game is suited to groups of 30 children or less.
Have a go at Tudor dance in this energetic workshop teaching the steps to a
selection of Tudor dances and explore the importance of dancing in the Tudor
world. This activity requires a large space and is ideally done with groups of 30
or under.
An in-depth look at Tudor costumes. This workshop looks at how clothes were
made and what you could tell about a person by the clothes they are wearing. It
involves show and tell and dressing up.
*Costume numbers are limited so this session is not ideal for larger groups. Costumes
are designed to fit 6-9 years olds.

Outreach Booking Information
Numbers
The standard session with two staff members is designed for groups of up to 40 children but can work with groups of up
to 60 children. If your group has more than 30 children then it might be preferable to split the group into two so each staff
member can take half the group to deliver different workshops on a rotation through the day.
If there are more than 60 children then we would recommend having a third staff member or splitting the Outreach over
two days. This will increase the price but means that the workshops can be delivered safely and allow for the maximum
amount of chances for the children to participate.
Anglo-Saxon and Viking Costume, Tudor Costume and Tudor Trade and Exploration workshops have strict numbers due
to the resources available; other workshops can accommodate varying group sizes but smaller groups will improve the
amount your children will participate in activities.

Delivery Space
Our workshops can work in a range of different spaces. For larger groups above 30 then a school hall is preferable for most
workshops but is only really necessary for Battle Tactics and Tudor Dance.
For smaller groups, classrooms with a decent amount of floor space can be used. If the weather is good then outdoor
spaces can be used, however it is advisable to have a backup plan in case of bad weather.

After Placing a Booking
Upon placing a booking, you will receive a checklist to fill in. This will provide us with further details about your session and
help us plan the logistics of delivering your sessions.
Please provide as much information as you can, as this will help our Learning Team to prepare a schedule for your approval.
We aim to have this confirmed at least a week prior to your visit and we are happy to discuss logistics via telephone if you
have specific requests.

Outreach Booking Step-by-Step Guide

1 PLAN YOUR BOOKING

Choose between Visiting Vikings and Time Travelling Tudors to host your Outreach Session, and read the
Teachers Notes to find out more about our available Options, and any restrictions there may be.
Please note: to avoid disappointment please aim to book your visit at least 6 weeks in advance.

Your contact details:
School name and address_______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Your Visit
Which theme would you like for your
Outreach?

q Viking

q Tudor

Name of Lead Teacher__________________________________________
Contact number_______________________________________________
Contact email_________________________________________________

Preferred date(s) __________________________

Your Group

Note your preferred workshop options here:

How many children will be taking part ?___________________________

1)________________________________________

What age/year group will we be visiting?__________________________

Alternative date(s)_________________________

2)________________________________________
3)________________________________________

2 CONTACT US

Contact our Reservations Team on 01904
6155505 or email schools@yorkat.co.uk for a
quote, providing the information in the box above.

4

CHECK & RETURN YOUR
CONFIRMATION PAPERWORK
Our Reservations Team will send you confirmation
paperwork when your booking has been placed.
Check the details are correct and sign the form.
Use the Checklist to let us know which workshops
you would like us to include, and other helpful
information.
Return the forms to schools@yorkat.co.uk
or post to:
Reservations Department
DIG, St Saviour’s Church, St Saviourgate,
York, YO1 8NN

3 CONFIRM YOUR BOOKING

Our Reservations Team will offer you a schedule
based on your requirements. Please note that
this does not represent a booking at this stage.
If you would like to book this schedule, please let
us know within 3 working days. After those 3
days the proposed schedule will no longer be valid
and you will need to make a new enquiry.

5 WE’LL BE IN TOUCH

The Learning Team will contact you in advance of
your visit to propose a schedule for your day, and
answer any outstanding questions you may have.

6 ENJOY YOUR VISIT

We look forward to visiting your school, and
hope you find your Outreach session fun and
worthwhile.

7 HOW DID WE DO?

Remember to fill in an Evaluation Form to let us know how we did.
This can be found on our website feedback page:
http://www.thejorvikgroup.com/education/teachers-feedback/

